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Facts Vs. Fake. A Worldwide Lockdown of Everything

By Peter Koenig, May 26, 2020

The universal Covid-lockdown has also caused a meltdown of productive assets, which now
become easy prey to be bought by large corporations – unemployment soaring to heights
never experienced before by modern humanity, currently at 40 million Americans out of a
job.  This  does  not  account  for  those  having  given  up  looking  for  a  job  or  claiming
unemployment.

US Slaps Sanctions on 33 Chinese Companies and Institutions, Dialling Up the Tension Amid
the Lowest Point in US-China Relations

By Cheryl Arcibal, May 26, 2020

The Institute of Forensic Science under the Chinese Ministry of Public Security, and eight
companies were added to a second list with restricted access to US technology because
they are “complicit in human rights violations and abuses … against Uygurs, ethnic Kazakhs,
and other members of Muslim minority groups in the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region,”
according to a second statement by the Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and
Security (BIS). This second list of nine supplements the bureau’s October 2019 sanctions on
28 entities for the same charge.

Telephone Calls Between Biden and Poroshenko Reveal Kiev’s Submission to Washington

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, May 26, 2020

Recently, several phone calls made four years ago between former Ukrainian President
Petro Poroshenko and current Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden were revealed.
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The content of  the talks is  profound and controversial  and reveals the high degree of
American influence in the coordination of Ukrainian domestic politics, showing the advanced
state of submission of Kiev to Washington.

US “Woke” Community Wages Pointless War Against Huawei

By Tony Cartalucci, May 26, 2020

As many others have pointed out and as is becoming increasingly self-evident – COVID-19
isn’t breaking America – America is already broken. COVID-19 is simply amplifying and
accelerating problems long rotting the foundation of American society. Those like Van Jones
and CNN are committed to maintaining a status quo allowing this rot to continue and
organizations  like  the  NABJ  find  themselves  subjected  to  irresistible  pressure  to  likewise
ignore  the  rot  and  focus  attention  elsewhere.

Covid-19 and The Plight of New York State’s Nursing Homes

By William Walter Kay, May 26, 2020

The pretext for the hospital-to-NH transfers was a ginned-up shortage of hospital space. In
any event, sending Covid-19 patients away from hospitals to free-up hospital space for
Covid-19 patients is illogical. Moreover, planting contagious patients into crowded seniors’
homes could only sow a bumper crop of Covid-19 cases. The statement’s authors conclude
that the March 25 Advisory: “will only add to the surge in Covid-19 patients that require
hospital care.”

The ‘Science’ Behind Social Distancing. Shutting Down National Economy Based on Flawed
Computer Models

By Jeff Harris, May 26, 2020

Now we learn the whole social distancing lockdown that has paralyzed the nation comes
from a very surprising source. A May 2nd article in the Albuquerque Journal reveals social
distancing  hysteria  is  NOT  based  on  scientific  evidence  or  clinical  medical  trials  for  that
matter.

Passing Behind Our Backs.”Everyone’s Life has a Shape, as if it Were a Drawing or Story or
Song”

By Edward Curtin, May 24, 2020
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No one wants to end, to fade away. To not be recognized. To die and be forgotten. To fail to
make their mark. Not Dylan, Cousy, Maravich, me, nor you.  We all wish to become who we
feel  we  were  meant  to  be.  To  fulfill  the  creative  dreams  we  had  when  young  and  not  to
waste our lives in trivial pursuits.

Can you help us keep up the work we do? Namely, bring you the
important  news overlooked or  censored by the mainstream media and fight  the corporate
and  government  propaganda,  the  purpose  of  which  is,  more  than  ever,  to  “fabricate
consent” and advocate war for profit.

We thank  all  the  readers  who have  contributed  to  our  work  by  making  donations  or
becoming members.

If you have the means to make a small or substantial donation to contribute to our fight for
truth, peace and justice around the world, your gesture would be much appreciated.
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